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Abstract 
We prove a remarkable property for the coefficients of the linear differential operator of finite order found in [2], having 
Sobolev type Laguerre polynomials as eigenfunctions. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In [2] we studied linear differential operators having as eigenfunctions the polynomials 
{L~'M(x, l )},,=0 orthogonal with respect to the inner product (of  Sobolev type if l >~ 1 and M > O) 
1 f (x)g(x)x% x dx + Mf(l)(0)g(t)(0), ( f ' Y ) -  r(:~ + l) 
> - 1, M ~> 0 and l is a nonnegative integer. Results obtained earlier fo r /=0 [3] and for l=  1 [4] 
were generalized in that paper. 
Since for the Laguerre polynomials (~) {L,, (x)}n= o it is known that (~) (~) - (~1 L x L,, (x ) -nL ,  (x), n=O, 1,2 . . . . .  
with 
L c, ~) : :  -xD~ - (z + 1 - x)D~, 
(Dx =d/dx) ,  differential operators of the form I~) (~ t) L x +MA x • were considered, having the polynomials 
{L J (x , l  ~ (~'~ ~ )},-0 as eigenfunctions with eigenvalues {n + M~, },,=0, where A~ ~''' :-- Zi=~ a~(x; z,/)DII.. 
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.(~,l) It fo l lows that % =0 and that i f  l >~ 1, the numbers s2 (~'t)W t ~ Jk:~ can be chosen arbitrarily. Moreover, 
the following result was proved. 
. (~,l) I f  M > 0 and the choice ~k = 0 for k = 1,2,3 . . . . .  l ( if 1>0)  is made, then for k ~> l + 1 
( ~,t> (1+~) (-1)'-' 
~£ = l m:l t=l 
m+l+~ ) / 'm+l - t '~  
m+l- l - t  \ l - t+ l  J (1) 
Relation (1) is also valid if l = 0. Further, it was shown that then a~(x;~,l)= 0 for i=  1,2,3 . . . . .  l 
and fo r i>~l+l  
( -  1 )i ai(x; ~, I) 
r ( -~- i - l )~  x (~ ' t(~+j+l)(X ) . 
: , . i - ,  t -x j  
k=/+l  j= l  
In the case when ~ is a nonnegative integer -(~,t) is a polynomial in k of degree :¢ +2/+ 2, divisible 0¢ k 
by k(k - 1) . . .  (k - l) and Ci(~,k, l) is a polynomial in k of degree ~< ~ + 2l + 1 - j ,  divisible by 
k(k - 1) . . . (k  - l) i f j  ~< 1. 
(~. l) -0 for k= 1,2,3, l ( if l>0)  and ~ is a nonnegative In [2] it was proved that i fM>0,~k -- . . . ,  
integer, then a~(x; ~, l )=  0 for i > 2~ + 4l + 4 and hence a differential operator L!~ ) + MA~ ~'l) of 
finite order 2~ + 41 + 4 exists having the polynomials ~.M l {L  (x,)}~:0 as eigenfunctions. In all other 
relevant cases the operator also exists, but is of  infinite order. 
Here we prove that in the unique case when L~ ~) + MA(x ~'h is of finite order, the remarkable 
property 
2~+41+4 oo  
Z ai(X; 0~, l) = ~ (li(X; ~, l) = 0 
i= l+1 i=1 
(~,l) holds. This means that e x belongs to the kernel of  the operator A x . Unlike in [3, 4], where this 
property was proved for the cases l = 0, resp. l = 1, this is shown by using general features of the 
~c 
coefficients {a~(x; ~,/)}i=1 only, giving more insight into this property. 
2. Consequences  o f  the generat ing funct ion 
From the well-known generating function for Laguerre polynomials we derive 
(~) = (1 + t) ~+1 e -xt, t > - - (2) Li (x) t ' 1 
i=0  2' 
and for j E {0, 1, 2 . . . .  } 
L¢~+i ) ( .  x t i - j  1 
z__.,-/ J "~J = (1 + t) '~+i+l e -~r, t > - .  
i=i 2 
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This can be interpreted as 
i 
Z( -1  j J ) DxL i (x) ~ =(-1)JDxJ[(1 +t)~+le-xt], 
i=j 
showing that term-by-term differentiation of  (2) is allowed. Furthermore, for It[ < 1 and c~ > - 1 
t i=  Zt'  1 _ 
i - k  k! 
i=0  i=0  k=0 
:~( tx )~-~( -~- l )  v 
k=0 v=0 
=(1 + t)-~-I ext. 
The interchanging of the summations is justified by the fact that for Itl < 1 and ~> - 1 
~-~ ~ ~-~ ( -~-1)  ]tl" =(1-1t[)-~-'elxtl <
k=O v=O 
In [1] the formula 
i 
Z ~s.(-~-~-,)(_~)L~+_j)(~) : 6 , . :~+j( -x)  ~, ,~ a-~i_ k 
k=j 
was proved. Now consider for j,s E {0, 
ti Z bs l ( -~- i - l )g  . xr(~+J)l, x 
'~ ~ i -k  ~--.~J~lc-j t~) = 
~=j k =j 
i,j, sE{O, 1,2,...}, i~2s+j, 
1 1,2 . . . .  } and-5  <t< 1 and a>- l .  
oo cx~ 
k =j i=k 
k=j ",,=0 
(3<) 
: ~ k~t~LZ+/)(~)(1 + t)-~-~-, e~, 
k=j  
- -( l+t)-~-'eX'Z k~ ~ LZ~J~(x) 
k=j 
=( l  + t) -~-l e~t(-D~) y (L~))~ ((1 + t) ~+' e -x') 
: e~ ' ( -Dx) J  ( L~) )  ~ e-X,. 
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By (3) the first sum is finite, which justifies the interchanging of the summations. Further, by analytic 
continuation 
cx~ i 
~"~ti~-'~kSL(-~-i-1), , r (~+j )z  . i-~ t--X)Lk_j tX) = eX'(-Dx) j (L~x~)) ~ e -xt 
i=j k =j 
holds for all complex values of t,x and :~. We take t - - -1 .  Since L(ge x-- - ( c~+ 1)e x (e x is an 
eigenfunction of the operator L~) ,  we find 
~ i 
Z(__ l ) iZ l~S.( -~- i -1)  .~1(~ j)g ~ )s+j  ) s  
I~ L~i - -k  (--'4¢]d~k--j t~ = (1  (a 4 1 (4) 
i=j k =j 
3. The sum of the coefficients 
O<3 In the case that ~ is a nonnegative integer we compute ~i : l  ai(x; 0~, l). Since the terms in this 
sum vanish for i > 2~ 4. 4l 4. 4, summations may be interchanged 
oo 
Z ai(x; ~ l )=$1+$2 
i=l 
where, by 
Let 
Sl  :=  
$2:= 
the properties of %-(~,l) and cj(a,k, l), 
X ' l (  ~ i 1)( x)~I)L~)(x),  ( -  1 )i ~ *-~i--k 
i=0 k=0 
l+1 oc i 
~-'~ y~,(_ 1)/ (-~ i-1) Li_ k (-x)cj(~z, k, l)(L~+/)(x) -- "(~+J+' )" "" 1"- Lk_j_ 1 tX))• 
j=l i=j k=j 
:~+2l+2 
~(~,1) k = Z s{'~'l)k"" 
v=l 
Then, by (4), 
:~+2l+2 
S 1 = ~ S{,~")( -o~ - -  1) v. 
v = 1 
By means of Lemma 4 in [4] we can rewrite (1) as 
--1 /+1 
.(oc, l) (l-}-0~) Z(__I) J_ I  ( l ) (kk-~- o~-}- I ) 
% = l j 1 l j 
j= l  
×3F2 ( k 4-14 j j+ l+:~+l  j l l  1) 
j+ l+c~+2 j 
(5) 
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.(~,t) Since, from (5) it follows that % contains a factor k + ~ + 1 for all k 7> l + 1, we may conclude 
that $1 = 0. On the other hand, if cj(~, k, l) is expanded in powers of k, for each arbitrary term with 
U, we have 
oo  i 
~--~(_I)~V-,T(-~-/-1)~ x kVrL(~+j)(x ~ ,(~+j+l), , ,  /Z L, i_ k I.-- ] k k-- j  k J -~-Lk- - j - -1  ~X))  
i--j k =j 
=((-1)  '+j + ( -1)v+J+l )  (~ + 1) "= 0 
by (4), which shows that also $2 = 0. 
.(~,t) and the fact that e x is an eigenfunction From the proof it becomes clear that the properties of % 
of the operator L~ ~) are responsible for the vanishing of the sum of the coefficients. 
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